Road Pro

To be successful in today’s highly competitive
pavement marking industry, you need an edge
over the competition.
Dickson truck mounted grinders and saws can
provide that competitive edge by offering
equipment that delivers unmatched power and
performance, built with the understanding that
you need maximum up time under all
conditions and an operator friendly
environment that helps you achieve that goal.
In production since 1985, the Road Pro product
line is a proven high production performer
when it comes to specialized surface
preparation.
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TMG 6275

Road Pro TMG 6275
John Deere charge air cooled interim tier 4
diesel engine producing 275 horsepower.
High capacity dust collection system for near
100% debris and dust recovery.
Hydraulically driven tool heads.
Full ?oatation tooling that automatically follows
the road contours.
Dual operator stations with full tool controls.
Peterbilt 320 chassis rated at 66,000 GVW.

Four exceptionally rugged
tool housings are fabricated
from heavy abrasion
resistant alloy steel. Tool
housings will accept 19”
diameter ?ail grinding drums
or 20” diameter diamond
drum assemblies. Digital cut
depth indicator allows
operator to maintain precise
cutting depths. Full
?oatation heads always
follow the road contour and
provide continuous and
easily controlled grinding
and grooving depths.
Computer controlled tooling
allows for on the move quick
change adjustments. 8”
heavy duty vacuum hose.

The high capacity dust
collector features automated
reverse air pulse cleaning of
the 32 cartridge dust ?lters.
The large, full width dump
door provides quick debris
removal. A dust level
indicator monitors the debris
level and signals the
operator. The air exhaust
from the collector is diverted
to the road surface directly
behind rear tires providing a
clean and clear path for
striping or inlay work. Dust
collector ?lters are easily
accessible from large side
doors. Interior of dust
collector is accessible from
large rear door. The operator
cab and dust collector body
are integrated. Dual air
operated bin vibrators aid in
dust and debris removal.
Dickson Industries has been a world leader in the design and
manufacture of specialized surface preparation equipment
since 1981. Please view our website for a complete product line.
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